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Abstract 
Transformation rules which increase the scope for concurrent activity within systems prescribed 
by programs of concurrent-object languages are given. Their correctness is proved on the basis 
of a semantic definition by translation to an extension of the n-calculus. The main theoretical 
development concerns the notions of confluence and partial confluence of processes. @ 1998- 
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1. Introduction 
The starting point for this paper is work of C.B. Jones [8,1 l] on formal development 
of concurrent programs utilizing ideas from object-oriented programming. A central 
part of that development process is the use of transformations to increase the scope for 
concurrent activity within systems of objects prescribed by programs, without altering 
their observable behaviours. The main aims of this paper are to elaborate theoretical 
concepts in a general model of concurrent systems, to enunciate transformation rules for 
concurrent-object programs, and to utilize the concepts to prove the soundness of the 
rules. The results concern a specific concurrent-object programming language, a variant 
of the ~M$U language [8] which in turn is derived from the POOL family [l]. This small 
language is rich enough for the problems to be interesting and challenging and for the 
concepts to be illustrated to good effect. The concepts are, however, widely applicable. 
We build on work using calculi of mobile processes as semantic bases for concurrent- 
object languages, for instance [27,28,9,24,14,22,15]. In those works, systems pre- 
scribed by concurrent-object programs are interpreted as mobile processes via a struc- 
tural translation into the 7c-calculus [19] or an extension of it. In [7] a calculus very 
closely related to a fragment of the n-calculus was introduced motivated directly by 
study of concurrent objects. In our view these general models of concurrent systems 
with changing structure are very well suited to giving natural, direct semantic def- 
initions of concurrent-object languages. This method of semantic definition has two 
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additional, related, benefits. First, the process-calculus theory may be used to reason 
rigorously about classes of systems and individual systems prescribed by programs. 
Second, the general models act as a unifying and simplifying framework, not only by 
providing a single arena for the semantic definition of different languages, but also 
by connecting systems expressed in them with other kinds of mobile systems, thereby 
enabling ideas originating in different domains to be generalized and applied in others. 
The main theoretical development concerns the notions of confluence and partiaI 
conJluence of processes. To quote [ 171, the essence of confluence is that “of any 
two possible actions, the occurrence of one will never preclude the other”. In [22] 
confluence was the basis for a proof that certain syntactic onditions prohibiting sharing 
of references guarantee determinacy of concurrent-object programs. Generalizations of 
these conditions play a role in the transformation rules we consider. The essence of 
partial confluence is that the occurrence of some actions may not preclude that of some 
others. As shown in [14, 151, it is useful in reasoning about classes of non-confluent 
systems in which interaction between possibly non-confluent components i of a certain 
disciplined kind. Here the theory of partial confluence is extended to accommodate 
divergence. This is necessary in considering the correctness of the transformation rules, 
as the possibility of non-termination of method invocations must be taken into account. 
A key observation, central to the proof of the correctness of the transformation rules, 
is that in reasoning about the behaviour of a (partial-) confluent system, it is often 
sufficient o examine in detail only a part of that behaviour: from this and the fact 
of the system’s (partial-) confluence, it may be possible to deduce properties of the 
remaining behaviour. 
The next section contains an account of the programming language and its semantics 
by translation to an extension of the n-calculus. In Section 3 the transformation rules 
are introduced and explained. Section 4 contains the theoretical development, while 
in Section 5 the correctness of the transformation rules is shown. The inclusion of 
full, formal proofs would increase the length of this paper substantially. To avoid this 
the approach taken is not to give arguments which differ only in detail from others 
included in the paper, and to explain, sometimes relatively informally, the intuitions 
made precise in the complete, formal proofs which are contained in [21]. 
2. Background 
In this section we recall from [15] the programming language and its semantic defini- 
tion by translation to an extension of the rc-calculus. To conserve space the presentation 
is brief; we refer to the paper cited for a full account. 
2.1. The programming language 
The language is statically typed with types boo1 (Booleans), int (integers), unit (the 
one-element type) and ref(A) for A a class name from the set C. The language has 
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constants and simple operators of the Boolean and integer types and a constant nil 
representing a reference to no object, the ‘undefined’ value of types boo1 and int, and 
the value of type unit. In the abstract syntax definitions below, op ranges over the 
constants and operators, m over method names from the set M, X, Y over variable 
names from the set V, E over expressions, and S over commands, and we write Z for 
a tuple Zi,..., Z, of syntactic entities. Expressions and commands are given by 
E ::= x 1 x+ ) new(A) 1 op(E) 1 E!m(@ 1 input 
S ::= E 1 X:=E ( output E 1 return E ) commit E!m@) 
ISI;& 1 ifEthen& else&. 
Declarations are given as follows. First, variable declarations are given by 
Vdec :I= varX1 : Ti,...,X,: Tp 
where T ranges over types. Then method declarations are given by 
Mdec :I= methodm(y : T) : T, Vdec, S 
with m the method name, F of types F its formal parameters, T its result type, and 
S its body with Vdec declaring variables local to it. Sequences of method declarations 
are given by 
Mdecs : : = Mdeq , . . . , Mdecq 
with the names of the declared methods pairwise distinct, and class declarations by 
Cdec :I= class A, Vdec, Mdecs 
where A is the name of the class, Vdec declares its instance variables and Mdecs 
declares its methods. For simplicity we assume that no variable name occurs twice 
among the instance variables, formal parameters and local variables in Cdec. Finally, 
program declarations are given by 
Pdec :I= Cdeq,... , Cdecr, trigger new(A)!m() 
where the names of the declared classes are pairwise distinct. 
Execution of Pdec begins with the evaluation of the trigger which results in the 
creation of a root object of class A and the invocation of its method m. Each object 
has a private store in which are held values of the Boolean, integer and ref-types. 
A value of type ref(A) is a reference to an object of class A. When an object is 
created, all of its variables have the value nil and it assumes a quiescent state in 
which any of its methods may be invoked. When a method is invoked its body is 
executed. When execution of the body is completed the object resumes its quiescent 
state. A method may be invoked only when the object is in its quiescent state. The 
language thus shares with many, but by no means all, concurrent-object languages the 
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property that at most one method may be active in an object at any time; see [ 1,121 
for discussion of this point. 
We consider only well-typed programs; see [15] for the straightforward definition. 
Before giving the semantic definition we give brief, informal accounts of the execution 
of the less-common forms. The value of Xt is the value of the variable X in the 
store; the act of evaluation sets it to nil. (A similar destructive-read expression was 
considered, from a different stance, in the paper [6] which is concerned with aliasing in 
sequential object-oriented languages.) The evaluation of E!,(z) involves the evaluation 
of E and then, from left to right, of the expressions in the tuple g:, followed by the 
invocation of method m with arguments the values of 2 in the object to which the value 
of E is a reference. The evaluation of E!m@) is then blocked until a value is returned 
as the result of the method invocation; the returned value is the value of the expression. 
One object may return to another the result of method invocation by executing a return 
command. Alternatively, one object may delegate to another object the responsibility 
for returning a result to a third by executing a commit command. These forms are 
illustrated in the next section via an example class definition. Evaluation of input 
consumes an integer from the environment, this being the value of the expression. 
Execution of output E involves evaluation of the expression E and emission of its 
integer value to the environment. 
2.2. The calculus 
The process calculus used to give the semantic definition for the programming lan- 
guage is an extension of the rc-calculus with higher-order process abstractions as in 
the higher-order rc-calculus [25] and first-order data other than names. The inclusion 
of higher-order abstractions makes it possible to give a natural continuation-style se- 
mantics, with continuations being just higher-order abstractions. However, in contrast 
to the higher-order x-calculus, all communication in the calculus is first-order. This 
restriction allows the calculus to employ a straightforward extension of the relatively 
simple bisimilarity theory of the n-calculus, rather than the more complex theory of 
bisimilarity in higher-order calculi [25]. The semantic definition is that of [15] where 
the calculus is presented in detail. The following description of it is tailored to the 
semantic definition. 
We begin by defining the first-order data part of the calculus. Fix a program declara- 
tion Pdec whose meaning is to be defined. Fix a partition K of the names of the classes 
appearing in Pdec, and let 0 range over blocks of K. (The significance of this will be 
explained in Section 5.) The jirst-order types of the calculus, ranged over by I, are: (1) 
the base types bool, int and unit; (2) the single label sort MUV; (3) the following link 
sorts: Mz for A E C and m E M, invocation links; R$ for T a type of the programming 
language, return links; CA for A E C, creation links; and E, external links; and (4) record 
types constructed from these with fields labelled by elements of the label sort. For each 
class A declared in Pdec we write ref(A) for the record type {ml : Mz’, . . . , m, : MT} 
where ml,..., m, are the names of the methods of A. We refer to terms of sort ref(A) 
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as object names of class A. If in Pdec class A has instance variables 2 : T and meth- 
ods ml , . . . ,mq with mi taking parameters ?i : Fi, having local variables Zi : Zi and 
returning a result of type r where, as stipulated earlier, the 2, r,z are all distinct, 
then we write SA for the record type {i : ff, Ti : FFi, Zi : Ui}l<i<q and refer to terms 
of this sort as A-stores (or simply stores). The (/ifirst-order) terms t are: (1) the names 
of the base types and link sorts; (2) the constants of the programming language; (3) 
terms of the form op(?) where op is an operator of the programming language; (4) 
record terms {dl=tl,...,8,=t,}; (5) record field selection terms t * e; and (6) record 
field update terms t[t’/e]. The evaluation relation --H on terms is defined as expected. 
The higher-order types of the calculus, ranged over by 5, are given by 
5 ::= abs(&, . . . ,&) 
I3 ::= 1 ( cf. 
We assume sets of agent constants, ranged over by D, and agent variables, ranged 
over by X. Each agent constant and each agent variable has associated with it a higher- 
order type. The process expressions P,Q and abstractions F are defined as follows 
where y ranges over names, t over terms, u over names and agent variables, and H 
over terms, process expressions and abstractions: 
P ::= ,~Tc~.I; 1 P ) Q 1 (vx)P ) if(t :I?, Q) ) F(k) 
F ::= (Z)P ) D 1 X 
where the prefixes K are given by 
x ::= t(t) 1 t(T) ( T 
and the indexing set J is finite. Note that the prefixes are first order. We write 0 
for the empty summation and x for x.0. In t(r).P, (vx)P and (U)P, the outermost 
occurrences of 7, x and G are binding with scope P. We assume the standard notions 
of free names and variables and identify process expressions and abstractions which 
differ only by change of bound names and variables. We write = for identity modulo 
change of bound names and variables. We assume that each agent constant D has a 
dejining equation D dAf (G)P where Z contains all names and variables occurring free 
in P. A convenient derived form is the replication ! P defined by 
!P dzf (U)(P 1 !P(Z)) 
where G lists all names and variables occurring free in P. 
Attention is restricted to process expressions and abstractions which are well-typed 
with respect to the following sorting J. which maps link sorts to tuples of first-order 
types: 
&CA) = (@A)) 
ii(E) = (int), 
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and for 1 <i<q, where z is $ ,..., q,,,, 
@,m’) = (Xi, * ‘. 2 Gini, R;) 
W;) = (T). 
The sorting helps to make the semantic definition clearer by giving information about 
the differing roles names play in it. Moreover, as will be seen, this information is 
very useful in reasoning about agents representing program phrases. We write W : 5 
if the process expression or abstraction W has type 5; see [ 151 for the straightforward 
definitions. The transition rules for PIOC~SS~S, i.e. those P: abs( ) closed in the sense 
of containing no free occurrence of an agent variable, are obtained from those of the 
a-calculus by incorporating an appropriate treatment of terms. The transition relations 
are labelled by actions a of which there are three kinds: the silent action z, output 
actions (vZ)E(G), and input actions x(Z). In the latter two, x is a name of some link 
sort L and V is a tuple of values of (first-order) types ‘L with n(L) = c;); in the second, 
Z, the set bn(a) of bound names of the action a, is a subset of the set of link names 
occurring in %, also bn(z) = 0 and bn(n(iY) ) = 8. We write fn(Q) for the set of link 
names occurring free in Q. The transition relations are defined by the following rules 
from which the symmetric forms of 4 and 5 are elided. 
1. . *. + t(u).P + . . . .(,! P{qy} provided t -n x, t:L and iT:? where A(L) =(‘i); 
here P{Ty} is the result of substituting the components of 5 for the corresponding 
components of v in P. 
2. . . .+j(t).p+... ?3p provided t + x and 7 + V. 
3. .. *fz.P+...5P. 
4. If P -% P’ then P 1 Q -f-+ P’ ( Q provided bn(a) n h(Q) = 0. _ _ 
5. IfP(vz~)PtandQ%QtthenP(Q -L (vZ)(P’ ( Q’) provided lZn h(Q) = 0. 
6. If P --% P’ then (vx )P 5 (vx )P’ provided n does not occur in a. - - - - 
7. If P (“3) P’ then (vy)P ‘vz~“) P’ provided y occurs in iT - (Z U {x}). 
8. If P A P’ then if(t:P,Q) --% P’ provided t * true. 
9. If Q 4 Q’ then if(t : P, Q) -% Q’ provided t -n false. 
10. If P{ff,,;;) z P’ then (@P)(E) -% P’. 
11. IfF(~)-%P’andDd~fFthenD(fi)--%P’. 
2.3. The semantic dejinition 
A program prescribes the possible evolutions of a system of objects. Although objects 
may enjoy concurrent activity, computation within each object is sequential. This clear 
division, common to many but not all concurrent-object languages, makes it possible 
to employ at the object level semantic techniques developed to treat sequential pro- 
gramming languages and at the system level techniques of process calculus which give 
a good account of interaction between objects. Thus, briefly, objects are represented as 
sequential processes, and systems as restricted compositions of such processes together 
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with processes representing class definitions. The latter are replicator processes capable 
of generating processes representing new objects. The main task is to give for each 
class definition a process encoding a new object of the class. 
The most complicated part of the semantic definition is the encoding of expressions 
and commands. In what follows we will view a command as an expression of type unit 
(see the typing rules in [ 151); thus E will now range over expressions and commands. 
The evaluation of an expression in a store yields a value and a store. Consider an 
expression E of type T occurring in the body of method mi with result type z in class 
A. To define the meaning of E we will consider the continuation for its evaluation, 
that is the computation which comes after the evaluation of E expressed as a function 
of the results of that evaluation. Suppose we know: (1) for an arbitrary store s the 
value u and store s’ resulting from evaluation of E in s; (2) the link name r of sort 
R$ which should be used for return of the result of the invocation of method mi; and 
(3) the meaning of the part of the body of mi after E: an agent abstraction of type 
abs(T,SA,R$), that is a continuation k which when applied to the v and s’ in 1 and 
r in 2 gives a process k(u,s’,r) representing the subsequent behaviour of the body 
of mi after E. Then the semantics of E is completely specified by describing how 
it transforms a (k,s, r)-triple into a process. The definition interprets E as a second- 
order agent abstraction I[E] of type abs(abs(T,SA,R$),SA,Rt) which when applied 
to an abstraction k of type abs(T, SA, Ri), representing a continuation, a store s : 
SA and a link name r : Rc yields a process [EIJ(k,s,r) representing the combined 
behaviour of E and k on s with return link r. The definition is given in Fig. 1. Note 
that we give the definitions of op(E), E!m(E) and commitE!m(@ only in sample 
cases; the others are similar. Note also that expressions are evaluated from left to 
right. 
Recalling that class A has instance variables _% : T and methods ml,. . . , mq with mi 
taking parameters yi : T’i and having local variables Zi : Ui and result type z, 
[Cdec]l dzf ! (vhr . ..&)nA(a).&(a.o0) 
where a is the object name (ml = hl,. . ., 
{X=nil,F=nil,Z=nil} of type 
m, = h4} of type ref(A), crs is the store 
S A, and QA : abs(ref(A), SA) is defined by 
QA dzf (US)&U * mi(G,r).[Ei]((us’r’)QA(a,s’), sp/Yi],r). 
The replicator [Cdec]l may repeatedly emit on the link name nA of sort CA a fresh 
object name a and thereby activate a new instance of the class with initial store co in 
which all variables have nil values. Finally, we have the encoding of a program. If 
Pdec :I= Cdeq,. . . , Cdec,., trigger Eo 
where Cdeci declares Ai and EO is of the form new(A)!m(), then 
[Pdec]l kf (vnA , . . . nAr ) ([Cdeq] 1 . . . I [Cdec,g I (vro )([Eo](<u~ rP, I 1, ro )) 
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I[4 Ef (ksr)k(s *x&r) 
ux+n kf (ksr)k(s *X,s[nil/X],r) 
I[newW kf (ksr)nB(u).k(u,s,r) 
lLoP(E1,Ez)l dzf (kN[J3]((~lSl rl)[J52]((VZS:! 72)k 
(OP~1~2~~2,~2),%~1 L&T) 
[El WE2 >I dAf ~~~~~l[~1lJ(~~~~l~l~~~2~(~~2S2~2~(~~’)2)1*u2,~’). 
r1(u).K(u,s2,y2),s1,T1),s,r) 
[input] ‘kf (ksr)in(u).k(u,s,r) 
[X:=E] dgf (ksr)[E]((us’r’)k(nil,s’[u/X],r’),s,r) 
[commitEl!m(E2)] dgf (ksr)[EEl](( ~l~l~l)I[E2]l((~2~2~2)~1 *m(s,rz). 
k(nil,s2,r2),sl,rl),s,r) 
[return E]I d&f (ksr)[EE]l((us’r’)~(u).k(nil,s’,r’),s,r) 
[output E] dgf (ksr)[E~((us’r’)out(u).k(nil,s’,r’),s,r) 
B-Q ; E21 dAf (ksr)[E~]((us’r’)BE2](k,s’,r’),s,r) 
Uif E then El else Ez] sf (ksr)([E]((us’r’)if(u:UEl](k,s’,r’),([Ez](k,s’,r’)),s,r) 
Fig. 1. The translation of expressions. 
where [EON is applied to the continuation (usr)O, and thus becomes inactive if and 
when the result of its method invocation is returned, the empty store and the private 
link name ro. Note that only in, out: E OCCUT free in Pdec. These are the links via 
which the agent interacts with its environment. It is on the basis of these interactions 
that distinctions among the behaviours prescribed by programs are made. 
3. Transformations 
Consider the following class declarations from [8] as modified in [14,15]. Both may 
be used to construct binary tree-structured symbol tables. 
class T 
var K:int, V:ref (A), L:ref CT), R:ref (T) 
method insert(X:int, W:ref(A)):unit 
if K=nil then (K :=X ; V:=W ; L :=new(T) ; R:=new(T)) 
else if X=K then V:=W 
else if X<K then L!insert(X,W) 
else R! insert (X,W> ; 
return nil 
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method searcho(: int) :ref (A) 
if K=nil then return nil 
else if X =K then return V 
else if X<K then return L!search(X) 
else return R!search(X) 
An object of this class represents a node which stores in its variables K,V, L, R an 
integer key, a value (a reference to an object of some class A), and references to two 
instances of the class (its left and right children in the tree structure of which it is a 
component). It has two actions: the method insert which allows a key-value pair to 
be inserted, and the method search which returns the value associated with its key 
parameter (or nil if there is none). Note that when a method is invoked in the root of 
a tree of T-nodes, the entire tree becomes blocked until the root returns the result of 
the invocation to the caller. Contrast this with the following variation of T: 
class T 
var K:int, V:ref (A), L:ref CT), R:ref (T) 
method insert(X:int, W:ref(A)):unit 
return nil ; 
if K=nil then (K :=X ; V :=W ; L :=new(T) ; R:=new(T)) 
else if X=K then V:=W 
else if X<K then L!insert(X,W) 
else R! insert (X,W> 
method searcho[: int) :ref (A) 
if K =nil then return nil 
else if X=K then return V 
else if X<K then commit L!search(X) 
else commit R! search(X) 
In this case, when a node’s insert method is invoked it releases the caller from the 
rendezvous before proceeding to deal with the insertion. Also, if its search method is 
invoked with a key smaller (resp. larger) than that stored in the node, it will commit 
the search to its left (resp. right) child, thereby freeing itself to respond to another 
invocation while the search is in progress. Thus, within a tree of objects of this second 
class, many insertions and searches may proceed concurrently. 
We may view the second class as being obtained from the first by the application 
of three transformations: in the insert method, a command of the form S; return E is 
transformed to return E; S, and in the search method two commands of the form 
returnE!m(E) are transformed to commitE!m(E). In [15] the following result is 
proved, where “b is branching bisimilarity. 
Theorem 3.1. Let Pdec be an arbitrary program of the language in which the first 
class T above is declared. Let Pdec’ be the program obtained from it by replacing the 
declaration of that class by that of the second class T above. Then [Pdec] zb [Pdec’]. 
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Our aim is to enunciate syntactic conditions under which transformations of the 
forms 
return E!m(E) -+ commitE!m@) and S; return E ^N) return E; S 
may be safely applied, and to prove that this is the case. To begin to do this we 
first note that we must take account of the possibility of non-termination of method 
invocations. For consider the following program declaration Pdec: 
class A 
method m( 1 :unit 
new(A) !m( > ; return nil ; output 3 
trigger new(A) !m( > 
Pdec prescribes a single non-terminating computation in which nothing is output to 
the environment. If, however, the first transformation is applied to the body of method 
m, so that it becomes return nil ; new(A) !m( > ; output 3, the resulting pro- 
gram has some computations in which output is produced. Moreover, if instead in 
Pdec the body of method m is changed to return new(A) !m( > ; output 3 to ob- 
tain Pdecl and the second transformation is then applied so that the body becomes 
commit new(A) !m( > ; output 3, the resulting program Pdec{ again has some com- 
putations in which output is produced although nothing is output in the single non- 
terminating computation of Pdecl . 
We will adopt a definition of behavioural equivalence under which the systems pre- 
scribed by Pdec and its variant are indistinguishable (and similarly for Pdeq and its 
variant) as those systems are divergent, i.e. may proceed indefinitely without interacting 
with the environment. Note that the symbol-tables classes prescribe divergence-free sys- 
tems. Incidentally, although we will not present the details here, this regime allows us 
also to give an account of run-time errors by treating them as engendering divergence. 
To move towards the syntactic conditions we first examine why the transformations 
cannot be applied arbitrarily. Consider the following program declaration Pdec: 
class A 
var X:ref (A), Y:ref (B) 
method m ( > : unit 
X :=new(A) ; Y:=new(B) ; Y!init() ; return X!inca(Y) ; 
output Y!read() 
method inca(Z:ref(B)):unit 
Z!incb() ; return nil 
class B 
var W:int 
method init(): unit 
w:=o ; return nil 
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method incbO:unit 
W:=W+I ; return nil 
method readO:int 
return W 
trigger new(A) !m( > 
The single computation of Pdec results in the trigger creating an object CI of class 
A which creates objects p of class A and y of class B, and 1 being output to the 
environment. Suppose Pdec’ is obtained from it by applying the first transformation 
to the body of method inca of class A, resulting in return nil ; Z ! inch ( 1. The 
output on executing Pdec’ could be either 1 or 0, the latter if a invokes read in y 
before /I invokes inch in y, something which is not possible in Pdec as in that case 
/3 must invoke inch in y before freeing CI to invoke read in y. Further, if Pdec” is 
obtained from Pdec by applying the second transformation to the body of method m of 
class A, resulting in return X!inca(Y) being replaced by commit X!inca(Y), then 
again the output could be either 1 or 0 as by committing to /3 the responsibility for 
returning a result to the trigger, a frees itself to invoke method read in y before p 
invokes inch. 
These simple examples strongly suggest that syntactic conditions sufficient to guar- 
antee safety of the transformations should prohibit sharing of references to some extent. 
In [22] conditions of that nature were identified and shown to guarantee confluence of 
programs conforming to them. In the following definition we generalize these condi- 
tions. 
Definition 3.2. The classes A 1,. . . , A,, form a community if for each method body S 
of each Ai: 
1. S does not contain X := Y where X, Y are of type ref(Ai), 
2. S does not contain Eo!m(E,X,@) or return X where X is of type ref(Aj), 
3. if S contains X!m(Ei,. . . , E,,) where X : ref(Ai), then for no h E [I ..n] does Eh have 
a subexpression Fc!m’(F,Xt,F’), and 
4. S is responsible (see below). 
The intention is that objects of a community are not directly responsible for the 
creation of shared references to objects of that community. Condition 1 prevents a 
reference to an object of the community being copied. Note that assignments of the 
form X:=Y where X,Y are of type ref(B) where B$Z{Al,...,A,} and of the form 
X := Yt may appear in a community. Communication of a reference from one object 
to another can take place in two ways: as an argument or as a result of a method 
invocation. Condition 2 ensures that if an object of a community sends a reference 
to an object of that community then it relinquishes it. Note that a community may 
contain phrases similar to those prohibited by condition 2 but which differ in that Xt 
appears in the place of X. Moreover, in an expression of the form X!m(El, . . . , E,), 
where a method is to be invoked in the object of the community to which the value 
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of X is a reference, evaluation of El, . . . , E, should not result in that reference being 
communicated to another object: this is the purpose of condition 3. The purpose of 
condition 4 is to ensure that no confusion occurs about returning the result of an 
invocation. If a method is invoked in an object, it should either return a result to 
the caller or delegate the responsibility for doing so to another object: it should not 
return a result more than once, nor should it attempt to return a result and delegate the 
responsibility for doing so to another object, nor should it delegate the responsibility 
more than once. Formally: 
Definition 3.3. (1) A command is return/commit free, rcf, if it contains no return 
command and no commit command. 
(2) The set of responsible commands is given as follows: return E and commit E!m 
(,$) are responsible; Si ; Sz is responsible if exactly one of Si, & is responsible and the 
other is rcf; and if E then S1 else SZ is responsible if Si,& are responsible. 
While objects of a community may not be directly responsible for the creation of 
shared references to objects of that community, other objects may be. The following 
definition strengthens the notion of ‘community’ to prevent this latter possibility. 
Definition 3.4. Let Pdec be a program declaration whose classes are G&G. In Pdec 
the classes G,z form a guarded community with guard G if: 
1. the classes G,A form a community; 
2. no method body of a class in fi contains new(Ai); 
3. no method of class G takes a parameter of type ref(Ai) or has result type ref&); 
4. if E!m(@ OCCLXS in a method body of the classes G,i, then E is of type ref(Ai); 
and no method body of the classes G,A contains new(B) where B #A; 
5. no method body of the classes G,A contains input or output E. 
The intention is that within a system prescribed by such a program, references to z- 
objects cannot be shared although other references may be. Condition 1 ensures that 
objects within the guarded community are not directly responsible for the creation 
of sharing of A-references. Conditions 24 prevent A-references being acquired by 
N-objects (which might otherwise act in such ways as to share them): %-objects are 
unable to create references to zobjects (condition 2); g-objects can interact with 
A-objects only by invoking methods in G-objects, and G-objects do not receive or 
return A-references (condition 3); no G-object or Lobject can invoke a method in 
a G-object or an fi-object (condition 4), necessary as G-objects and zobjects can 
share references to N-objects, and references to G-objects can be shared; and no G- 
object or zobject can create a G-object. No G-object or zobject can interact with 
the system’s environment (condition 5). To see why this is necessary consider, for 
example, a variant of the second symbol-table class above. 
The subsystem generated by a guarded community within a program is a region of 
particularly orderly behaviour. (This will be expressed more formally later.) One might 
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wonder if the transformations can always be applied safely within classes comprising 
a guarded community. In fact, this is not the case as can be seen by considering the 
following program declaration Pdec: 
class N 
method m( > :unit 
new(G) !mOO ; return nil ; output 3 
class G 
var X: ref (A) 
method m0 0: unit 
x: = new(A) ; X!ml(X+) ; return nil 
class A 
method ml(Y:ref (A)) :unit 
new(A) !m2(Yt) ; return nil 
method m2CY:ref (A)) :unit 
return Y!m3() 
method m3 (> : unit 
return nil 
trigger new(N) !m(> 
Execution results in the trigger creating an object a of class N which creates an object 
/I of class G which creates an object y of class A which creates an object 6 of class A. 
The system deadlocks without producing output: 6 can only invoke method m3 in y, 
but y can only receive the result of its invocation of method m2 in 6. However, if 
the first transformation is applied to the body of method ml, yielding return nil ; 
new(A) !m2(Yt), the resulting program outputs 3. If instead Pdeq is obtained from 
Pdec by replacing the body of ml with return new (A1 !m2(Yt), again the program 
deadlocks without output, while if the second transformation is applied to the body of 
ml of Pdecl, yielding commit new(A) !m2(Yt), again 3 is output. This motivates the 
following condition. 
Definition 3.5. Let Pdec be a program declaration in which the classes G, 2 form 
a guarded community. G, 2 form a society if no method body in G, 2 contains an 
expression X!m(E,Xt,F). 
It is in fact the case, though not obvious, that a system generated by a society (which 
for convenience we refer to also as a ‘society’) cannot have ‘cycles’ of references or 
return links of a certain kind and hence that a method invocation in a society cannot 
fail because of deadlock. This will be explained further later. Note that the condition 
in the above definition is not implied by condition 3 in the definition of ‘community’: 
for instance X!m(Xt) may appear in a community as Xt has no subexpression of the 
form E!m’@). Finally we can state the transformation rules. 
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Transformation 3.6. Suppose G,i form a society in a program Pdec. 
1. A command of the form return E!m(E) may be replaced by commit E!m(@ in a 
method body of G,L 
2. A command of the form S; return E may be replaced by return E;S in a method 
body of G,z provided no variable X occurs (as X or Xt) in both S and E. 
4. Partial confluence 
This section contains the elaboration of the theory of partial confluence treating 
divergence which will be used to prove the correctness of the transformation rules. We 
begin by recalling necessary definitions and notation. 
We write Act for the set of actions. In an action cx of the form x(ii) or (vZ>x(q), 
we refer to x as the subject, subj(cr), and iTas the object, obj(a). For convenience, we 
write also subj(z)=z. If s=c11 . ..a., we write subj(s) for subj(ozl)...subj(a,). For 
a sort S we write S+ (resp. S-) for the set of input (resp. output) actions with a 
subject of sort S, and S* for S+ US-. If R is a set of sorts we say P is R-closed 
if none of its derivatives can perform an action in any S* with SER. We write 
CI camp /I (a complements /?) if a =x(i?J and B = (vZ)x(iT) or vice versa. We write + 
for the reflexive and transitive closure of 5, 4 for =+A+, and for s = ~11. . cc, 
a sequence of visible actions, & for & . . . a. We set ?=E and $=a for LY#Z. 
A set 9 of agents is derivation-closed if whenever P E 9 and P 4-t Q, then Q E 9. 
We tacitly assume that bound names in actions are fresh. 
We say that P diverges, written Pf , if P can perform an infinite sequence of z 
actions; otherwise P converges, Pd. Further: P 1 z if PJ.; PJ. (vZ)X(iT), if P1 and 
- - 
(VT ,X(u) 7 
whenever P -+ P’ then P’J ; and P 1 x(3>, if Pl and for all v’ whenever P ‘3 P’ 
then P’J . Then for s a sequence of visible actions we write P 1 s if whenever P & P’ 
with t a prefix of s, P’J, . We write Ta and ts for the complementary relations (so, 
for instance, P 7s if for some prefix t of s and some P’, P =h P’ and P’T). An agent 
P is fully convergent if QJ for each derivative Q of P. 
The criterion of behavioural equivalence we will adopt is a variation of branching 
bisimilarity which treats divergence explicitly [ 17, 16,4]. 
Definition 4.1. The relation db-bisimilarity, &J, is the largest such that ifPsLQ then 
1. if PJ, , then QJ, and for all a, if P -% P’ then 
(a) Q + Q” % Q’ with PelQ” and P’rjlQ’, or 
(b) a=z and P’SLQ, and 
2. vice versa. 
By standard arguments it may be shown that 5~ has many of the standard properties 
enjoyed by bisimulation-based equivalences. 
Central to the proof in [ 151 of Theorem 3.1, stated in the previous section, is a theory 
of partial confluence of processes. We now present an extension of that theory to 
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accommodate divergence. The generalization is technically complicated: the definitions 
are more complex and the proofs are more involved. In the presentation we concentrate 
on the new considerations arising because of divergence, referring to [15] for a full 
account in the divergence-free case. First some notation. 
Notation 4.2. P +A P’ means that P + PI’ & P’ for some P” with P”&JP, and 
moreover if a = z then P’$J, P. Further, for s = a1 . . . a,, E Act* we write A&., for 
the composite relation GL -% &L.. , GL % &‘I. 
Notation 4.3. The convergent core of P is 
cc(P) = {Q ( for some s E Act*, P 1 s and P & Q}. 
Definition 4.4. Let R be a sort. A process P is R 1 -conJluent if for every Q E cc(P): 
1. if p ER*, subj(a)#subj(p), QJpa, Q p Ql and Q +A Qz, then QJap and 
for some Q’, Qi +A Q’ and Q2 =$-% elQ’; 
2. if ~1, ~2 E R-, subj(pl) = subjh), Q I pi, Q 1~2, Q -% Ql and Q +p2‘ Q2, then 
~1 =p2 and QlGiQ2; 
3. if PER+, QJp, Q A Q1 and Q +L Q2, then Q1tilQ2. 
It is required of an R 1 -confluent agent that each agent Q in its convergent core 
have three properties. First, Q must enjoy a conlluence property with respect o R’- 
actions and arbitrary other actions which do not together introduce divergence. Second, 
with respect to outputs via R-names which do not result in divergence, Q must be 
determinate and unable to emit different values via some name. Third, Q must be 
determinate with respect o inputs via any R-name, provided divergence does not result. 
The property R 1 -confluence is preserved by db-bisimilarity. 
Lemma 4.5. If P is R I -conjuent and P&lQ, then Q is R -1 -conjluent. 
Proof. Let Qs E cc(Q). Then since PGLQ there is PO E cc(P) such that PoGJQo. We 
consider just the first property; the others are simpler. 
Suppose QO 1 pa, Qo L Ql and QO +A Q2 where p E R’ and subj(a)#subj 
(p). Since QoS~Po, PO 1 pa and PO +- P,’ -% PI for some P,l,Pl with P~GLPo, P~&JQ~. 
Furthermore, since P~&J Qo and QoJ , P,’ + 5 P2&iQ2. Moreover, as P,‘Ecc(P), 
Pd is R 1 -confluent, so PO 1 ap and there exist P,‘, Pi, such that PI =s& P,’ and 
P2 +L Pl N P,‘. Hence, QO lap and since Ple~Ql, 4&~Q2, Ql =s& QiSlP{, 
Q2 & Qi&ilPi, where Q’,GLQ~ as required. 0 
In applying the theory we will need to pay attention to the possibility of a divergent 
process evolving to a convergent state. The following definition will be convenient. 
Definition 4.6. An agent P is fully R I -confluent if it is R 1 -confluent and for every 
derivative Q of P and p E Rf , if Q t p and Q -% Q’ then Q’r . 
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Thus, a fully R 1 -confluent agent which is divergent or may diverge after an R-action 
cannot reach a convergent state by performing that action. 
Lemma 4.7. Zf P is fully R 1 -conJluent, P 7 s and P -s-‘&J P’ where s E R**, then 
P’t. 
Proof. This follows easily from the definition. 0 
We now have the first significant result: the db-bisimilarity state of an R-closed 
composition of fully R 1 -confluent agents is not changed by intra-actions via R-names. 
Theorem 4.8. Suppose P and Z are fully R1 -conJuent, (iE)(P (Z) is R-closed, and 
P A+., P’, Z Lal I’, where s=pl . ..pn. s=p1... - - z, pi=ri(G), E=(vG)F(G) 
with ri : R. Then (G)(P 1 Z)&il(G%)(P ( I’), where i7 = Ul . . . ;7,. 
Proof. See the appendix. 
As mentioned earlier, the use of sorts has two benefits. First it contributes to the 
clarity of the semantic definition by highlighting the different roles played by names of 
different kinds. Second, sorts can be exploited in analysing the behaviour of systems. 
To achieve this we isolate a class of sortings of which the one used in the semantic 
definition is an instance. 
Definition 4.9. Let M and R be disjoint sets of sorts. 1 is an M,R-sorting if for each 
N EM there is S E R such that 1(N) = (3) for some types 7 disjoint from M and R, 
and if S in R occurs in 1(N), then N EM. Moreover, writing M* for U{N* (N EM} 
and similarly for R*, if LX EM* we write objR(a) = r if r E obj(a) and r : S E R. 
Note that the sorting 1 introduced in Section 2 is an M, R-sorting, where M contains 
the M$’ sorts and R the Rt sorts. This reflects, in particular, that an R-name can 
be passed from one agent to another only in a communication via an M-name. The 
definition of ‘R 1 -confluence extends in an obvious way for R a set of sorts, and the 
analogous results hold. 
A key observation in reasoning about the behaviour of a system obtained by placing 
a partially-confluent agent into a suitable context is that it may s&ice to examine in 
detail only a part of the behaviour of the agent. The following long definition is useful 
in isolating such ‘parts’ and in delineating suitable complementary contexts. 
Definition 4.10. Suppose M and R are disjoint sets of sorts and 1 an M,R-sorting. 
A derivation-closed set Y of fully R 1 -confluent agents is (M-, R+)-tidy if there is a 
partition (9 ) F a finite set of R-names} of Y, an (M-, R+)-tidy partition, such that: 
1. if PEY’ and P 5 P’ where u$M-UR+, then P’EL@; 
2. if P E Yi and P A P’ where p EM- and r = obj&) $7, then P’ E 9’6;‘; 
3. if PEYi and P -% P’ where PER+, then r=subj(p)EFand P’EY’-‘. 
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Further, Y is (M-,R+)-ready if it is (M-,R+)-tidy and 
4a. if P E Y’ and p E R+ with subj(p) E r”, then P L. 
The notions (M+,R-)-tidy and (M+,R-)-tidy partition are defined dually. We say 
that Y is (M+,R-)-disciplined if it is (M+,R-)-tidy and 
4b. if P E 9” (where r is a singleton) and PL , then P &b where subj(p) =?‘. 
An (M-, Rt)-tidy partition of a set Y of fully R 1 -confluent agents divides its 
elements into classes 9”. An index r records the R-names via which the agents of 
the corresponding class should receive values. By condition 2, whenever an agent 
performs an M--action in which a fresh R-name Y is sent, it evolves to an agent in 
the class indexed by the augmented set, reflecting its capability to perform an input 
via Y (condition 3). Note that the only R+-actions possible for an agent have as subject 
a name in the index of the class to which it belongs. Actions not in M- U R+ preserve 
the class of an agent (condition 1). Condition 4a stipulates that an agent must be able 
to receive a value via any of the appropriate R-names. Finally, condition 4b requires 
that if a convergent agent has only one free R-name, it may perform an action with 
that name as subject, possibly after some internal actions which however do not alter 
its state. 
The above definition isolates conditions which guarantee that when an agent P is 
placed in a certain context, the resulting system is indistinguishable from that of the 
system obtained by placing into the context a ‘part’ of P. This is explained and stated 
formally in the theorem which follows the explanation of the pruning operation. 
Notation 4.11. If 9 is an (M+,R-)-tidy set with (M+,R-)-tidy partition {9’}~ we 
write PG ’ for the system obtained by removing from-9 all points not in lJ{9”\ IF\ < 1) 
and all arrows incident on such points. When P E 9’ for some F of size at most 1, we 
write Pb for P viewed as a point of 9’” ‘. 
The formal statement of the indistinguishability result is the following. 
Theorem 4.12. Suppose M and R are disjoint sets of sorts a$ I an M,R-sorting. Sup- 
pose 9 is (M-,R+)-ready with (M-,R+)-tidy partition (5”‘);; and 9 is (M+, R-)- 
disciplined with (M+,R-)-tidy partition {9;}7 Suppose P cSO, I E #0 and (vj5) 
(P ) I) is M,R-closed. Then (vp)(P ) I)fi~(vjY)(P ) Ib). 
Proof. See the appendix. 
In applying the theory it will be useful to consider a variation of the results involving 
the fragment of the disciplined component in which only fresh names of certain sorts 
are received. The following pair of definitions pertain to this. 
Definition 4.13. Let 9 be the transition system generated by an agent P and let R be 
a set of sorts. We write PR for the fragment of 9 whose points are those Q such 
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that for some n 30, visible actions al,. . . , a, and PO,. , . , P,, PO E P, P, E Q, and for 
1 ,<i<n, 9-1 % fi and if ai is a(C) then V contains no name of a sort in R which 
is free in 9-1. Further, we write PR for the point of gR corresponding to P in 8, if 
it exists. 
Definition 4.14. An agent P is R-polite if for each derivative Q of P, whenever Q -% 
with u an output action, then a contains no free names of a sort in the set R. 
Theorem 4.15. Suppose M and R are disjoint sets of sorts an_d 1 an M, R-sorting. Sup- 
pose 9 is (M-, Rf)-ready with (M-,R+)-tidy partition (9”)-;, and .YR is (M+,R-)- 
disciplined with (M+,R-)-tidy partition (9:); Suppose P E 8@, P is R-polite, I E N0 
and (vF)(P 1 I) is M, R-closed. Then (vp)(P 1 I)&J(v~)(P 1 Zb). 
Proof. It is easy to see that since P is R-polite, (vp)(P ( Z)&il(vp)(P ( ZR). Furthermore, 
by Theorem 4.12, (vF)(P ( IR)&~(vF)(P 1 (IR)b). Since Ib (resp. (I”)“) is the fragment 
of I (resp. (IR)) in which any point has at most one outstanding companion action, 
Ibs~(lR)b. Thus, (vp)(P ( (IR)b)G~(vp)(P 1 Ib) and the result follows. 0 
To conclude the elaboration of the partial-confluence theory we consider a variation 
of the above which will be useful in proving the correctness of the transformation 
rules. 
Notation 4.16. Let U & Act. We write P 1 U if P 1 CI for all a E U. We write P t U if 
not (P 1 U). 
To take proper account of divergence in the proof of the correctness of the trans- 
formation rules, the following variation of db-bisimilarity is useful. 
Definition 4.17. Let U 5 Act. The relation db”-bisimilarity, 5r, is the largest such 
that if PGYQ then 
1. ifPJU, then QJU and for all a, ifP%P’then 
(a) Q + Q” -% Q’ with PGYQ” and P’&yQ’, or 
(b) cz=z and P’GYQ, and 
2. vice versa. 
The main result is the following. 
Theorem 4.18. Suppose 1 is an M,R-sorting. Suppose 9 is an (M-,R+)-ready sys- 
tem with (M-,R+)-tidy partition {Y’};; and 9 an (M+,R- )-disciplined system with 
(M+, R-)-tidy partition {97}z Suppose P E 9< 11, I2 E Y< Zl&‘;‘- I2 and (vF)(P ) II ), 
(vp)(P ( 12) are M, R-closed Then (vF)(P 111 )+~(vp)(P ) 12). 
Proof. The proof uses ideas similar to those in results stated earlier. 0 
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5. Correctness 
In this section we prove the correctness of the transformation rules: 
Theorem 5.1. Let Pdec be a program declaration in which the classes G,A form a 
society. Let Pdec’ be obtained from it by applying the transformations an arbitrary 
number of times to method bodies of G,L Then [Pdec]&JPdec’]. 
It suffices to consider the case when Pdec’ results from Pdec by a single application 
of a rule. We first give an outline of the proof. Fix a partition rc of the names of the 
classes @, G, ,? of Pdec such that for some 8 E rc, G, AE 6 and 8 fl@ = 0. Let M be 
{ Mi 1 B E G,i} and let R be { R$I T the result type of a method in G,i}. By the se- 
mantic definition, [Pdec] is (vpl)(P 1 I) and [Pdec’] is (vj?)(P ) I’) where 1= (;n,-)[G,& 
I’ is the encoding of the transformed society, and P encodes the classes N and the 
trigger. Note that as no z-class contains new(&), from the sorting we see that the 
scope of the names nz can be localised to I and I’. Let 9 be the transition system 
generated by P and 9 the transition system generated by I and I’. The first two main 
lemmas are: 
Lemma 5.2. P is R-polite and 9 is (M-,R+)-ready. 
Lemma 5.3. YR is (M+, R-)-disciplined. 
Since the only free names of [Pdec] and [Pdec’j are of sort E, these agents are 
M, R-closed. Hence, by Theorem 4.15 
j[Pdec]l&il(vp)(P ( Ib) and [Pdec’]tiJ(vjQ(P 1 I’ b). (1) 
The final result needed is that 
(vP)(P (Ib)fiL(Vj?)(P (I’ y. (2) 
This would be most directly achieved if we could show that Ib&~l’ b: the result would 
follow as &J is preserved by the operators. In fact, this does hold if the agents are 
fully convergent, but not in general. 
To understand why the db-bisimilarity does not hold in general, suppose the sec- 
ond transformation is applied to S; returnE where divergence results from execution 
of S (consider for instance a minor variation of the class A in the first example of 
Section 3). Then Ibt but I’ bl as a result will be returned via some R--action p 
before the diverging computation begins. Note, however, that I’ b 1 p. Similarly, if the 
first transformation is applied in a command of the form returnE!m(E); S where di- 
vergence results from execution of S, then this time Ibl, but Ib r p, while I’ bt as 
the replacement of return by commit unguards the divergence. Although Zb 9~ I’ b in 
such cases, the slight differences in divergent behaviour are lost in a program context 
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which, being ready, can contribute R+-actions to turn any RR-divergence of lb into 
divergence of (vZ?)(P 1 Ib), and similarly for I’ ‘. The final main lemma is: 
Lemma 54 IbGR-Ifb . . I . 
By the three lemmas above, the hypotheses of Theorem 4.18 are satisfied and so (2) 
holds. Theorem 5.1 follows from (1) and (2). We now proceed to the proofs of the 
three main lemmas. 
5.1. On contexts 
In this subsection we prove Lemma 5.2. First we show: 
Lemma 5.5. P is R-polite. 
Proof. A derivative Q of P is a restricted composition whose components are the 
replicators encoding the E-classes, derivatives of them representing g-objects in various 
states, and a derivative of the encoding of the trigger. Since R-names are return links 
for invocations of methods of the G,_&zlasses, by definition of ‘society’, the sorting 
and the choice of the partition IC, if an R-name occurs free in Q it does so only in 
positive subject position, and Q is of the form 
Q=(vW-lh).fi I . . . I~rd~nP’n I fV 
where rl . . . r, are pairwise distinct R-names and no R-name occurs free in the Pi or 
in W. Formally, the proof is by induction on the length of derivation from P. The key 
observations needed are that by the semantic definition: if Q % Q’ where u E M-, 
then CI is of the form (vG)~(ij,r) with r a fresh name, and r occurs in Q’ only as 
indicated above; and if Q 4-t Q’ where GI E R+, then subj(a) is not free in Q’. 0 
To complete the proof of Lemma 5.2 we have: 
Lemma 5.6. B is (M-, R+)-ready 
Proof. Since the format of derivatives of P is as stated in the proof of the previ- 
ous lemma, it follows that 9 is an RI -confluent system. Let (~9~ )F a finite set of R- 
names} be the partition of 9’ defined by setting Q E P’if F are the free R-names of Q. 
This is an (M-, R+)-ready partition: tidiness is easily checked (the partition records 
correctly the R-names on which returns of results are expected) and readiness is clear 
from the form of Q (an object invoking a method in the society waits for the result 
to be returned to it). 0 
5.2. ConJIuence of societies 
Our goal now is to prove the second main lemma: that @ is (M+, R-)-disciplined. 
We refer to a point of @ as an R-society. Note that a derivative of an R-society has 
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the form (vp)(IIR 1 II! Cj) where the Cj are the encodings of its classes and the fi 
represents objects of those classes in various states. 
We first define a useful form of confluence. To do this we recall that an object name 
of a class B is a term of the record type ref(B) of the form {ml = ht,. . . , m. = h,} 
where ml,..., m,, are the names of the methods of B and hi : MT. It is convenient 
to fix, for each B in G, 2, a partition N of the names of the Mt-sorts into blocks 
of the form {hl,...,h,} where hi : MT, and to require that the names comprising an 
object name of type ref(B) be those forming a block. Then we define a partition II of 
Act by requiring that c&I/? if cx = p, or LY = r(u) and /I = r(d) for some R-name Y and 
some u,u’, or a=h(ir,r) and /?=h’(v’,r’) for some h N h’ and some U,?,r,r’. Thus 
two actions are equivalent if they represent receipt of results of a method invocation 
or invocations of methods in some object. The appropriate notion of confluence is the 
following. 
Definition 5.7. A process P is II1 -confluent if for all Q E cc(P), 
1. for all a, if Q L a, Q 5 Ql and Q =% Q2, then QlfiilQz, 
2. for all a,/3 with not (a@?), if Q 1 ab, Q 5 Qt and Q 8, Q2, then Qlba, 
F Ql + Q’, and Qz & &LQ’, and 
3. if a=Z(i3), /?=Ti($), Q -% and Q a, then a=j. 
Further, P is fully I@ -confluent if P is IIJ -confluent and for each derivative Q of P 
and each a, if Q 1 a and Q & Q’, then Q’r . 
It is required of a I’@ -confluent process P that for each derivative Q of P: (1) Q is 
determinate under actions which do not engender divergence; (2) Q enjoys a confluence 
property for actions which do not represent different invocations of methods in an object 
or the receipt of different results of a method invocation, and which do not together 
introduce divergence; and (3) Q may not emit different values via some name. Full 
IIJ -confluence demands in addition that a process which is divergent or may diverge 
after some action may not become convergent by performing that action. 
A simple but important observation is: 
Lemma 5.8. If P is fully I@ -conJEuent and P 5 Q, then QSlP. 
Proof. The argument is fairly standard. 0 
An important part of the correctness proofs is an analysis of the use of names in 
societies. The following definitions [I81 are helpful in this. 
Definition 5.9. A process P bears a name x, or x is borne by P, if x occurs free in P 
in positive subject position. Further, P handles x, or x is handled by P, if x occurs 
free in P in negative subject position. Finally, P controls x, or x is controlled by P, 
if P handles x or x occurs free in P in object position. 
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Bearing (resp. handling) of a name by a process indicates that it may be able to 
receive (resp. send) via the name, controlling that it may be able to send the name or 
send via the name. 
Definition 5.10. An R-society Q uniquely bears (resp. handles, controls) a name x, or 
x is uniquely borne (resp. handled, controlled) by Q, if for each derivative Q’ of Q, x 
is borne (resp. handled, controlled) by at most one component of Q’. 
The following result asserts that under certain conditions on sharing of names, an 
R-society is fully IIJ -confluent. 
Theorem 5.11. Let Qo be a,n R-society such that for each derivative Q G (VF)(Wi 1 
II!Cj) of Qo, where Cj ~(vh)(q(~) .Dj) with nj : Cj, the following hold 
1. tf x E fn(Q) then either x is uniquely borne in Q or x is uniquely controlled in Q, 
but not both, except if x : Mt for some N EN; 
2. ifx E bn(Q) is not of a sort Cj, then x is uniquely borne in Q and uniquely handled 
in Q; 
3. tf x : Cj then x = nj and is uniquely controlled in Q; 
4. each Ij is fully II1 -co@uent. 
Then QO is fully II1 -conJluent. 
Proof. Let Q be a derivative of Qo. We show that it has the required properties. The 
key observations needed are: 
1. If Q 5 Q’ then Q’GLQ. 
2. IfQTaandQ--%Q’,thenQ’T. 
The first is proved using the theory of RI -confluence. The transition arises from an 
interaction between two components via a name x which is uniquely handled and 
uniquely borne. Since the component handling x is R 1 -confluent, and the system with 
that component deleted is R 1 -confluent, by Theorem 4.8, Q’GJQ. The second prop- 
erty is proved using an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 6 in the 
appendix. 
The proof that Q enjoys the properties in the definition of ‘II1 -conSuence’ is facil- 
itated by a result showing that it s&ices to show that all confluence diagrams with 
two single-arrow transitions from Q may be completed. We omit the proof of this; 
it holds because of the treatment of divergence in &J. Suppose Q 1 CI and Q L Qi, 
Q -% Q2. If IX = r then QtGilQ5~Qz by th e a b ove. Otherwise, since subj(a) is either 
uniquely borne or uniquely handled in Q, the two actions must be performed by the 
same component, and since it is l$ -confluent, Qi 5~Qz. Suppose not (Cmg), Q J c@, 
Q -% Qi and Q L Qz. Since the components of Q are sequential and a,/I are 
not distinct method invocations in or returns of results to some object, the actions are 
performed by different components and hence the confluence diagram may be com- 
pleted as required. Full I$ -confluence then follows from the second key observation 
above. 0 
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We next show that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.11 are satisfied by @r. Property 4 
is immediate from the semantic definition since each Dj is a sequential agent. The 
only significant point is the guarded summation in its definition. This represents the 
willingness of the object, in its quiescent state, to accept any method invocation. The 
use of III -confluence nsures that it is not required that the confluence property hold 
for different method invocations in an object. Property 3 follows from the semantic 
definition and the sorting: a Cj-name is handled only by the encoding of the appropriate 
class, and Cj-names may not be passed. 
The proofs of properties 1 and 2 are by induction on the length of derivation from 
Qo. Supposing Qs =% Q’ -% Q and th e properties hold of Q’, one considers the 
possible cases and, appealing to the definition of ‘society’, shows that they hold also 
of Q. For instance, suppose r : R$ occurs free in Q. If r $! fn(Q’) then a = h(Z, Y) and 
since we are considering YR, r is fresh and is handled only by the derivative in Q 
of the component of Q’ which performs the action. If r : R; occurs bound in Q and 
c1= z and represents the commitment by one object to another of the responsibility 
to return a result via r, then by the definition of ‘responsible’, the object making 
the commitment relinquishes r. Similarly, references to z-objects are relinquished by 
an object-agent which passes them in a method invocation or in returning a result. 
These claims are justified by a long analysis of the details of the semantic definition. 
Note that agents representing 2-objects may have free names representing references 
to agents representing N-objects, but may not use them: they may only mention them 
in communications. 0 
Having established the hypotheses of Theorem 5.11 for Qc = YR we have: 
Corollary 5.12. YR is fully III -conjluent. 
As illustrated in Section 3, a guarded community may deadlock owing to the creation 
of cycles of return links and reference links. We capture this possibility as follows. 
Definition 5.13. Let Q GE (v?; )(m; 1 II! Ci) be a point of YR. Define < as follows: 
Pi < Pj if there exists x such that either x : Mi, Pi controls x and Pj bears x, or x is 
of an R-sort, Pi bears x and Pj controls x. We say that Q has a cycle if there exist 
zi ,..., i, such that PiI<<PiI<...<<Pi”<<Pi,. 
Unlike a guarded community, an R-society (in fact a society) is not susceptible of 
deadlock. For we may show that if Q is a point of YR representing a state where 
exactly one method call originating outside the society has not yet been returned, then 
either Q is divergent or it can return the result of the method invocation. Moreover, if 
the system is convergent after returning the result, it may evolve to a state in which 
each object-agent has become quiescent. 
Theorem 5.14. Let Q be a point of YR which has a single free R-name (which is 
uniquely controlled in Q) representing that exactly one method invocation originating 
outside the society has not yet been returned and that r is the name via which the 
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return is to be made. Suppose that Ql. Then Q ==+F(D! Q’ for some Q’ and v. 
Moreover, if also Q J?(v) then Q 3 @ w h ere each object-agent component of Qq 
represents an object in its quiescent state. 
Proof. Suppose Q E (vp)(mi 1 II! Cj). The key observations needed for the proof are: 
1 If P, (vG’)i;(r’ ) p! or p, (vy%r) 
<! and h : M;, then h does not occur in 5 
2. If i bears h : Mi, then’ h does not occur in fi in object position. 
3. Q has no cycles. 
The first two facts follow from the semantic definition and the property which is 
characteristic of a ‘society’: that an object CI does not send to an object B a reference 
to 0 or a reference to a. To prove property 3 it is necessary to undertake a detailed 
analysis of the movement of return and reference links within an R-society. It is by 
induction on the length of the computation from YR. Suppose 9R & Q’ -% Q where 
the claim holds for Q’ z (vp)(I&/ ) II! Cj). We consider one of the interesting cases 
for Q’ -% Q. Suppose CI = r arises from 
p-: (a’,i;c-r’ ) 9 and , h(Xr’) Pj --) Pj. 
Suppose there is a cycle in Q. This has been created due to the occurrence in Pj 
either of some M-name h’ occurring in i? or of r’. In the former case, according to the 
definition of ‘cycle’ there exist il,..., ik such that Pj <<Pi, << . . * <<Pi, << Pi, where Pi, 
bears h’. Consider I$_. By definition of <<, either fl.k controls an M-name h” which is 
borne by Pi, or F$ bears an R-name r” which is controlled by Pi. It is easy to see 
that Pj bears exactly one M-name (its object name a) and since h is a component of 
that, P/ represents an object in the quiescent state. Hence, by the semantic definition, 
r’ is the only R-name free in Pj. Since @ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.11, 
h” is uniquely controlled by pi and r’ is uniquely borne by 9. Hence & is 4. Since 
c! controls h, q<< P;:, . In addition, since 8, << . . . <<Pj, 4, << . . . <<PI. Hence Q’ has a 
cycle, a contradiction. 
For the latter case suppose that Q has a cycle containing fi<< Pj due to the sharing 
of r’. Since P/ controls h and P,! bears h, a similar cycle containing P/< P,! exists in 
Q’, a contradiction. 
We may now proceed with the proof of the theorem. Let Q and r be as in the 
statement and suppose that Q 1. From the semantic definition it follows that either (1) 
for some i, P;: ,(,! t! for some v, or (2) for each i, either fl represents an object in 
its quiescent state, or fi can perform an action of one of the following kinds: n(a), 
F(v’), r’(d), (vr’)z(F,r’), where r’ # r, and z(V, r), 
If (1) then Q f(v). Otherwise, we claim that Q 5 Q’ where (Q’ 1 and) r is the 
only name of sort R that occurs free in Q’. This follows from the observation that Q is 
cycle-free. For since Q handles r, at least one Pj is not quiescent. If not (Q L ) then 
for all i such that fi is not quiescent, fi can perform an action of one of the last three 
kinds (for the existence of a component capable of performing an action of the first 
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two kinds would mean that Q -& ). So there are il . . . in such that for all j, Pi1 4-t 
with a=(v#)h(i?, r’), a=r’(v’) or z(V, r). Moreover, in the fnst case h is uniquely 
borne by some 4, and in the second r’ is uniquely controlled by some pi,. It follows 
that the F I,, . . . ,fi, form a cycle in Q, contradicting observation 3 above. Since Q 1 it 
follows that for some Q’, Q --r. Q’ + and by the first part of the argument above, 
Q’ 3 Q” as claimed. 
If in addition Q 1 Y(u) then Q ==+ rc,! Q’ J, , where by construction Q’ satisfies (2) 
above. Since Q’ 1, by arguments imilar to those above it follows that Q’ =+ Q4 
where each object-agent component of Q4 represents an object in its quiescent state. 
0 
We may now complete the proof of Lemma 5.3: 
Corollary 5.15. YR is (M+, R- )-disciplined. 
Proof. Let Q E @. Then by Theorem 5.11 applied to 9R, Q is fully II1 -confluent 
and hence is RJ -confluent. Let (9’ I- r a finite set of R-names} be the partition where 
Q E Y if 7 are the R-names occurring free in Q. This partition is easily seen from the 
semantic definition to be (M+, R-)-tidy. Moreover, YR is (M+, R-)-disciplined as if 
Q E YR and Q 1, then by Theorem 5.14, Q &T(v) for some u. 0 
5.3. Flattened societies 
It remains to prove Lemma 5.4: that Ibbf-I’ b. We give the argument only for 
the first transformation rule: that for the second is similar in outline but with some 
differences in detail. We first give an outline of the proof. Suppose the effect of the 
transformation is to change the command return E!&(z) to commit E!m’(E) in the 
body of method m of class A. Consider a computation from Ib. It can be matched 
exactly by a computation from I’ b until an A-object a executing method m and obliged 
to return a result to an object y invokes m’ in an object /3 and becomes blocked 
awaiting the result. The computation of I’ b would continue with a committing to /I 
the responsibility for returning a result to y. This may be repeated in the continuation 
of the computation from Zb, resulting in corresponding ‘chains’ of object-agents in 
the two cases. In general, a state reached in a computation from Ib may have many 
such chains, at most one of which (since we are considering the flattened society) 
may have a component handling a free R-name via which to return to the context he 
result of a method invocation originating there. The others represent activities initiated 
within the society. Thus if Ib is divergent so too is I’ b. Suppose Zb 1 and Ib =&- Qr 
where in addition to an action h(i?, r) with h : ME, the sequence s contains only actions 
representing creations of G-objects. Then by Theorem 5.14, Qt ==+-l(v) Q2 for some 
v and Qz. By the above reasoning, for some Q{, I’ b & Q’, with Qi composed of 
chains corresponding to those of Qr and hence for some Q;, Q’, ==+% Qi. Again 
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by the same reasoning, if Q2 t then Qi 7, while if Q2 1 then again by Theorem 5.14, 
Qz + Q4 with each object-agent component of @ quiescent, and again Qi can 
mirror this computation. Since Ib is fully III -confluent, Qq&JQz. Of course, there are 
computations from I’b which cannot be mirrored directly by Ib: for example an A- 
object in the transformed society, having delegated responsibility to another object by 
executing the commit command in question, may invoke a method in another object 
or have one of its methods invoked. However, because I’ b is fully III -conIluent, it is 
in fact the case that there cannot be an observable behavioural difference between it 
and Ib. 
We will not give the full formal proof of this which is notationally heavy. Consider 
the relation W defined by setting (Q, Q’) E W if 
and 
where, if present, C(r) is a chain with r a free R-name of Q, each Ci is a chain with 
origin internal to the society, each Dj is an object-agent of class A in its quiescent 
state, and each Hk is an object-agent of a class other than A in its quiescent state, and 
C’(r) etc. are the corresponding transformed chains and agents. The following can be 
shown to hold: 
Lemma 5.16. Let (Q, Q’) E 9. 
1. 1fQ A Ql then Q’ -% Q{ and either (Ql, Q{ ) E W or a = z and Ql -----r. Qz with 
<QztQ;)- 
2. QJR- i#Q’J,R-. 
Proof. The most significant cases in the proof of 1 are when a = T;(u) and u = z. In the 
first case, r 6 fk(Ql ) and the argument outlined above can be formalized to show that 
Q’ -% Qi with (Ql, Qi ) E 9. In the second, an important case is when one object- 
agent returns a result to its parent in the chain. It is in this case that the matching 
move by Q’ may result in Ql having to perform several further transitions representing 
returns along a chain which has been circumvented in Q’ by repeated elegation. 
The proof of 2 has been outlined above. Crucial to its formalization is the fact 
that Zb and I’ b are fli -confluent: if Q or Q’ can return some result in response to a 
method invocation, that result is uniquely determined; and by full II1 -confluence the 
behaviours of the two with respect o divergence are similar. 0 
We may now prove Lemma 5.4. 
Corollary 5 17 IbeR-I’ b . . 1 . 
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Proof. Let W be ti~W&l. Using the lemma just given, the facts that Ib and I’ b are 
IIL -confluent and so sl-invariant under r-transitions, and Theorem 5.14, it can be 
shown that &9 C sR- - I. 0 
This completes the proof of Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 and hence of Theorem 5.1. 
0 
6. Conclusion 
The problem of the correctness of transformations of the kinds considered here was 
posed by C.B. Jones and has been studied by him in a number of papers [8-111 
within a broad programme concerned with formal development methods for concur- 
rent programs. The following definition and rules are quoted from [l l] (note that 
there are some significant differences in notation between that paper and the present 
one). 
A unique reference is defined to be one which is never ‘copied’ nor which has 
general (unshared) references passed over it - neither in nor out (since one can’t 
pass unique references, this restricts arguments to be references to ‘immutable’ 
objects). 
S; return e is equivalent to return e; S providing 
l S contains no return or delegate statements and always terminates; 
l e is a simple expression (i.e. no method calls: compare [the transformation 
below]) and is not affected by S; and 
l every method invoked by S belongs to objects reached by unique references. 
return Z.m(x) is equivalent to delegate 1 .m(x) providing 
l 1 .m(x) terminates; and 
0 1 is a unique reference. 
In [5] Jones and Hodges give an operational semantics for no/?12 and use it to argue 
for the correctness of these transformations. 
As stated earlier, our interest here is not in formal development of concurrent pro- 
grams per se, but rather in the elaboration of concepts and techniques useful in proving 
the correctness of such transformations (and for other purposes). The rules studied in 
the present paper differ from those quoted above in that syntactic onditions are given 
under which the transformations may be applied. In particular, the use here of the ex- 
pression form Xt gives a very clean way of expressing that when an object M: sends to 
an object b a reference to an object y, a relinquishes the reference to y, an idea which 
is central to the rules. As mentioned earlier, a similar expression was considered in [6]. 
In [l 1,5] termination of method invocations is a hypothesis of the rules. Here we use 
a notion of equivalence sensitive to divergence and thereby treat explicitly diverging 
computations. Further, we exclude the possibility of deadlock by analysing in detail 
how ‘cycles’ can arise and imposing a condition to prevent his. The conditions enun- 
ciated here differ from those of [ll, 51 also in that, in contrast o unique references 
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as defined above, objects of a society may pass references to non-society objects and 
also references to society objects. 
Type systems for n-calculus processes, whose development was in part stimulated by 
this and related work, include [ 13,20,26]. Such systems can guarantee useful properties 
(for instance that names may not be shared and that names may be used at most once 
for interaction) by alternative means to those used here. The papers [2,3] contain 
studies of calculi in which other useful disciplines in the use names are obeyed. More 
remains to be done in this direction. 
The theory of partial confluence has been further developed in [21] and used to show 
the correctness of concurrent operations on B-trees [23]. In our view further study, and 
simplification where possible, of the theory is worthwhile. 
Appendix 
In this appendix we outline proofs of the two main results stated in Section 4. We 
concentrate on issues arising due to the treatment of divergence. The complete proofs 
may be found in [21]. 
First a lemma which collects some useful observations about the behaviour of RL - 
confluent agents. In it, for s a sequence of actions and a an action, the excess of s 
over a, s/a, is defined as follows: s/a = s, if a = z; e/a = e; @~)/a = SO if p = a and 
p(so/a) otherwise. 
Lemma A.1. Suppose P is Rl -conJEuent, s E R&*, P &eL PI and a E Act, where if 
a E R- and s =sg psi where subj(p) = subj(a) and subj(a) $subj(so), then a =p. 
(1) IfPJs and PI _1a, then PJsa. 
(2) Zf P 5 sa then P j, ta for any prejx t of s. 
(3) If PJsa, P =+A P2 and a @ s, then PJ, as and for some PO, PI ==+A PO 
and P2 AkLPo. 
(4) If PJs, aEs and P =+-% P2, then P2 %gLP,. 
Proof. We prove just the second part by induction on s. If s= e the claim is imme- 
diate. So suppose P 1 sa, where s = sop with SO E R** and p E R*. By the induction 
hypothesis, if P 1 soa then P J ta for any prefix t of SO. So it is sufficient o prove that if 
P j. sa then P 1 soa. Suppose P J. sa. Certainly, P 1 SO so suppose P Ati1 P,’ LsL 9. 
Then P{ J pa. Suppose P{ t a. Since P,’ I, it must be that P{ ==+ PZ -% t for some 
Pz such that if P2 APi then P2 1 a. Then P2 ===?- PF A Pi and PI --/ P,“c+JP& 
where P25~Pt. By the construction of P2 it must be that P2 3 PT and thus P2 5 Pl. 
Moreover, P2 I pa and so by RL -confluence, P2 J. up. This is a contradiction to PZ t a. 
So Pi 1 a and by part 1, P J soa as required. 
Proof of Theorem 4.8. Let (Q, Q’)E?~ if Q=(vE)(P(I) is R-closed, Q’ = (vE)(P (I’), 
where P and I are fully RL -confluent, P 5~~ P’, I -S-tar I’ with s=pl . ..Pn. 
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S=E... G;;, Pi=ri(G), pi=(v~)~(~) with ri : R, G=Gl . ..i&. The proof involves 
showing that W U ti1 is a db-bisimulation. The key facts needed are collected in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma A.2. Let (Q, Q’) E C% 
(1) Suppose Q’ 1, Q A Qi = (vz )(Pi 1 Ii ), where PI J, and 11 1. Then there exists 
Qi such that Q’ ==+ Q’, and (Ql, Qi ) E $3 
(2) QT ifSQ’T. 
Proof. (1) Note, in the notation of the lemma, that since Q’ 1, P’ 1 and I’ 1 and so 
Pls and 113. The most interesting case is when Q -1, Qi = (vG ) 
(PI IZ,) where P A 9, I 5 II, acomp5 and subj(a) 6 subj(s5). If PTso 
then P’ T a and P’ -4 r. If P J sa then by RL -confluence, P’ ==+A P{ with 
PI As1 P,‘. Similarly, if 17 3 then I’ t a, and since I’ 1, I’ &- T . Otherwise, if 
Z 1 SiT then by RI -confluence I’ ==+z Z{ with I 1 LeI 1:. Hence if either P r sa or 
It Sa, then Q’ =+ & t, a contradiction. So P J sa and Ii 33 and hence Q’ ==+ 
Qi = (v~~G)(P~ 11;) where (Qi, Q’,) E &? as required. 
(2) Clearly, if Q’ 1 then Q t . So suppose QT. If P t s then since P is fully Rl - 
confluent, P’ t . Similarly if I t s then since I is frilly RI -confluent, I’ t . In either case 
Q’ t. So assume P 1 s and I _1 s. Since Q t , for Qj = (vzri . . . vj )(Pj 1 Ij), either 
1. Q=Q,$+Qi A . . . L Qk with Pj 1, Ij 1 for j < k and Pk t or Ik 7, or 
2. Q=Q,,LQi --& . . . with Pjl, IjJ. for j < O. 
First consider 1 and suppose Q’ _1. We will derive a contradiction. Since P 1 s and I J, 3, 
Ql, + Q’l ==+ . . . + Qi_i where for j < k, Q~=(vZi~~ . ..vj)(Pj II;), (Qj,Qj)EB 
and there exists sj CR’*, PER-*, sjcompq such that pj -%sl Pi and Ij -%g, 
I/. Now consider the transition Qk-1 A Qk. Note that Pk_1 1 and &-i 1 whereas 
Pk t or Ik t. This implies that the transition is a communication between the two 
components, that is, for some cl,i? # r, acompE, P&l -2 Pk and I&i -5 Ik. Since 
P&i .1sk-1 and Ik-i Jsk-_l, then CI $ Sk-l. SUppOSe Pk t . Then Pk-i 10: by Lemma 6.1 
(3), P&l t sk_lcX. Therefore Pi_l 1‘ CI and so PL_l & PL T . There are two cases for 
-- -- 
zk_1: either Ik_1 f sk-i CI or &_1 Jsk-1 ~1. In the former case, since I&__l Jsk_l, IL_i tti. 
So I[_t % 1;. Similarly, in the latter case, RJ -confluence gives that IL-i 4 1;. This 
implies that Qi_i ==+- A (vEG?j)(P~ 1 IL) t . This contradicts the assumption that Q’ J . 
If & T we can similarly derive a contradiction. Thus Q’ 7 as required. 
If 2 holds then since Pj 1, Ij J. for all j, there are infinitely many i such that for some 
c(i, 6, ai compE$, Pi 3 fl+l, Ii -5 Ii+l. By repeated application of the argument 
above it follows that there is a diverging computation from Q’. Hence Q’ t . 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.12. Let (Si, S,) E W if Si = (G)(Pl ) Zi ) is A4, R-closed, Sz = (~5%) 
(P2 II,), where P2 E 9<‘, 12 EY<‘, PI Lei Pz, Zl LeI 12, s=pl . ..p.,eR+*, S= 
z. . . z E R-* with Pi = ri (Fi ), pi = (Gi )&(yi ), and G = Gi . . . W,. The proof involves 
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showing that 28 U 5~ is a db-bisimulation. The key facts needed are collected 
following lemma. 
Lemma A.3. Let (Q, Q’) E 9% _ 
in the 
I. Suppose Q’ J, and Q -& Ql = (vz’ )(PI ( Zi ), where Pr l and ZI J.. Then there exists 
Qi such that Q’ --r. Qi and (Ql, Q’, ) E 9. 
2. QT @Q’t. 
Proof. We prove just the first part. We can carry out the same case analysis as in 
Lemma 6 except for one possibility: Suppose Q A Qi = (vG)(Pi 1 Zr ) where P 2 PI 
and Z 2 Zi , y = m( i?, r’ ) and in = (vi? )?Fi(??, Y’) where m is of a sort in A4 and P’ E Yr, 
I’ E 9’. In this case the transition Z’b L cannot be found as I’ E Y’. However, since 
I’ EY, Z’I and 9 is (M+,R-)-disciplined, I’ -3 12 where subj(@)=F, say 
p = (v?)r(F). Al so as 9 is (M-,R+)-ready, P’ E 9” and subj(B) = r where /? = Y(F), 
P’ --% P2. Note that since Q’ 1, P2 1 and 12 1. Suppose P r spy. Then P2 t y. Since 
P2 5, P2 & T. On the other hand, if P j, spy then P2 ==+L Pi, PI Ati1 P,’ Simi- 
larly, if Z t 8 then 12 t 7. Since Z2 I, 12 f. t . Otherwise, if Z 1 s then Z2 + Zi L 
Z; and Zl -% E1 I[. This implies that if either P Tsj?y or Z 13 then Q =+L T , a 
contradiction. Hence P j. spy, Z 4 5, and (vFiT)(P’ 1 Ztb) +A (vziE)(P2 ( Zzb) ===s 
T(vFiY5G)(P{ 1 lib) for some T. It is easy to see by construction that (Q, T) E W and 
(Qi, (vli%G)(P{ 1 Zi”)) E W as required. 0 
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